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One, at this time, longs for quietness that
he runs after, but regretfully does not find
it when needed. This is our issue today -

“quietness” - as we live in an era surrounded by
worries and problems, be it externally or domes-
tically. Although we live in the era of technology
and luxury, if we compare between our era and
the eras of those who preceded us, who did not
have what we have in luxury and technology, we
will find that previous eras had a large percent-
age of psychological calmness, but for us, in the
midst of development and civilization, our era is
characterized by psychological tension.

The human being had much time before to
think about and enjoy things, words and actions
came out after study and thought, and this is
because there was enough time of quietness
despite his suffering from not having much
things. Despite this, we find that action, before it
was made, had gone through enough study, but
today, with tension and loss of psychological
calmness, we find that the majority acts without
thinking and studying the action, which results in
some people regretting what they have done.

Where does calmness come from? All week
long we hear and read about many disturbing
events, and they are directly heard and seen by
the individual, which results in psychological ten-
sion, along with pressure, international conflicts,
collapse of behaviors and many decisions and
their cancellation, which make the individual psy-
chologically tense, resulting in his inability to
take the right decision in the future, and here
many come looking for calmness. Some attend
business courses that seem to them to have
quietness, and believe that when one gets into
those courses, he will find calmness. 

We find some people say that some types of
sports remove tension from the individual, so he
goes to them, but to no avail. Many means are
offered and advertised under the slogan of calm-
ness, but after the individual carries out all those
means that remove psychological tension, he
goes out to the society once again, and hears
and sees events, and loses the small percentage
of quietness he got. The situation remains the
same, and the majority is looking for some calm!
A last word: We do not adore solitude, but we
have become comfortable with it, and seek it. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

A little bit

of quiet

Al-Anbaa

By Dr Nermin Al-Houti

In the midst of fears, doubts, hassles and challenges,
then waiting for the event, Kuwait celebrated with
its people and guests under skies colored by fire-

works and our music and that of Gulf singers, as fans at
Jaber Stadium interacted with the guests and interna-
tional athletes. This was an achievement that we wait-
ed many years for, and received much talk and criti-
cism. The words of the late Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad
took us years back when he stirred the feeling of love
and longing to him while he was being treated abroad.
With HH the Amir’s smile, we the people of Kuwait,
lived the moments of hope which we cling to every
moment and second, despite all the tough circum-
stances we are going through.

The Jaber Stadium celebration was a dose of patri-
otism mixed with joy and happiness which we had
missed for many years. All efforts of the Ministry of

Interior and the organizing committee were up to the
mark, and proved that when we insist on success, we
really say and do it, but if we do not want it, then we
will lose.

We are waiting for the opening of the Jaber Al-
Ahmad and Abdullah Al-Salem cultural centers in
Shuwaikh and Shaab to announce boosting Kuwait’s
tourism, culture and art, and waiting for the arrival of
music and cultural bands to cut with them the ribbon
of going up to the world of taste and advancement, as
culture and art are the language of advanced people,
and they are the means of civilized people.

We in Kuwait are in need of gathering around
achievements that restores our confidences in our
country, and proves to us that bygones is bygones, and
what is coming is much better and more beautiful. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

We want more

Al-Qabas

By Iqbal Al-Ahmad

Crime
R e p o r t

Liquor possession
Ahmadi police caught an Indian man in Mangaf

with 39 bottles of locally-made liquor, and he was sent
to the Drugs Control General Department (DCGD). The
arrest was made when a patrol found the man roam-
ing the area at night, so police stopped him and found
the liquor in the trunk of his car. In another case, a
drug user who was asleep in his car was awakened by
police, then sent to the DCGD. Police received a call
earlier about an unconscious person in his car in Riqqa,
so they went and awakened him, and found drugs.

Attempted kidnap
A beautician lodged an attempted kidnapping

complaint against a man after she refused his offer to
give her a ride in Abu Halifa. A security source said a
Filipina told Abu Halaifa police that when she left the
salon, a person stopped and offered her a ride, but she
refused, so he attempted to take her by force, but she
was able to free herself. Ahmadi detectives are investi-
gating.

Forgery
A citizen obtained a replacement civil ID for his wife

using her nationality certificate without her knowl-
edge. A citizen in her forties told Surra police that she
was a victim of forgery, claiming that her husband got
a duplicate ID as well as her nationality certificate,
which he used to get the ID. The case was sent to pros-
ecution.

KUWAIT: Three juveniles wreaked havoc in a Salmiya cafe
after they ganged up against a waiter and beat him severe-
ly, until they were caught by police who held them prior to
sending them to the juvenile protection department.

‘Missing’ girl found
A citizen told Farwaniya police that his daughter has

gone missing. Detectives took over the case, and were able
to trace her with the use of the GPS to a popular cafÈ in
industrial Ardhiya, where she was arrested and taken to
concerned authorities.

Fight exposes thieves
A fight between two citizens in Salwa exposed a theft

they had committed. The men exchanged blows over the
division of the loot. Both were arrested. A call was made
about a fight in a Salwa parking lot, and when police
arrived, the two fled, but were chased on foot and arrest-
ed. The two said they were fighting over items they stole
from a car.

Domestic violence
A citizen told Waha police that her husband beat her

and caused the injuries stated in the medical report she
submitted. The citizen said her husband, who works for the
social affairs ministry, beat her with a sharp metal object at
Jahra cemetery and smashed her car’s windshield, before
leaving. Police attempted to call her husband but he did
not answer. Police are investigating. — Al-Rai
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Fighting
corruption

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait
(NBK) launched its “Win a trip to your
favorite destination” campaign dedi-
cated to its Visa Cardholders. 

This exclusive campaign runs until
29th of February 2016. NBK Visa
Credit, Prepaid and Debit Cardholders
will  have a chance to win a cus-
tomized trip to their favorite destina-
tion alone or with their beloved ones,
including airfare, accommodation and
transportation from and to the hotel.
Eight draws will be held and one win-
ner will be announced every week.

NBK customers will get one chance
to enter the weekly draws for every
transaction made locally by using NBK
Visa Credit and Prepaid Cards only.
Customers will get three chances
when using their NBK Visa Credit,
Prepaid and Debit Cards abroad. “NBK
pioneered many firsts in both the

local and regional markets by offering
innovative products and value added
services,” said Mohammad Al-Othman,
NBK’s Deputy Manager, Consumer
Banking Group. 

Othman added: “NBK’s leadership
in the cards market in Kuwait has
been established by consistently
delivering superior value to our cus-
tomers. We always strive to develop
promotions to reward our customers.
The more NBK Visa Cardholders use
their cards during the promotion peri-
od the more chances they get to win
one of the valuable prizes.” 

NBK Cards are accepted worldwide
and are the safest, most convenient
and rewarding way to pay. For more
information log onto nbk.com or con-
tact NBK Call Center on 1801801, or
follow NBK on Twitter @NBKPage, and
on Instagram @NBKPage. 

NBK offers Visa Cardholders chances

to win trips to favorite destinations

Valid until 29th February 2016

Mohammed Al-Othman

KUWAIT: Dedicated to its continued
compliance with Kuwait and interna-
tional laws and protocols, the Bahrain
Exchange Company (BEC) teamed up
with Al-Tamimi and Company (Yaqoub
Yousef Al-Munayae) in Kuwait for the
second year running and arranged
training sessions aimed at the contin-
ued education of  BEC ’s  employees
regarding the company’s commitment
to the fight against money laundering
and terrorist financing.  The sessions
were structured and led by Phil ip
Kotsis,  a  par tner in Al-Tamimi and
Company’s Kuwait office, who present-
ed on matters related to compliance
with Kuwait ’s laws and instructions
against money laundering and terrorist
financing.  The sessions took place over
the course of a month and were attend-
ed by over 550 BEC employees and
management.  

Mathews Varghese, General Manager
of BEC and Tipu Sultan,  i ts  Senior
Manager Compliance and MLRO intro-
duced the sessions, which included key
note addresses by key management
personnel of BEC, discussed the impor-
tance of AML and Counter Financing of
Terrorist compliance and BEC’s commit-
ment to adhering to Kuwait laws and
regulations and by all its employees. 

Speaking on the Kuwait laws, Philip
Kotsis applauded BEC’s dedication to

continued education and knowledge
on these matters stating: “Through ses-
sions like these, BEC demonstrates that
it has established strong principals and
policies of continuous training for its
new and existing employees and man-
agement and is committed to compli-
ance with Kuwait AML and CFT laws

and regulations and that it was an hon-
or to be a part of these seminars. “

Within the State of Kuwait, Al-Tamimi
and Company operates through a joint
venture with registered licensed lawyer
Yaqoub Yousef Al-Munayae and is head-
ed by Partner Alex Saleh.

BEC currently has 38 branches across

Kuwait and specializes in sending mon-
ey around the globe safely and quickly
to over 44,000 locations in 30 countries
through its own money transfer prod-
uct - EzRemit. Its global reach is extend-
ed to over 200 countries through its
partnership with MoneyGram an inter-
national remittance company. 

BEC, Al-Tamimi and Company team up for
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KUWAIT: The Ministry of Education has agreed to admit
children of expatriate doctors working in various public
hospitals and clinics to public schools starting from the
next school year. According to ministry conditions in
this regard, the schools accepting those students would
be determined by the ministry regardless of the doctors’
residence address and according to classroom densities
in those school. The ministry also conditioned that the
maximum number of doctors’ children to be accepted
in public schools would be 250. —Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: The State Audit Bureau demanded that
sources of income should be diversified and
efforts should be made on mending the structur-
al defect in the state’s budget by reducing
dependence on oil revenues through working
towards increasing non-oil income and increas-
ing the rate of its contributions to public rev-
enues to reach stability in public finances if
Kuwait’s oil production dropped or export prices
go down.

The bureau recommended, in its report to the
National Assembly, to reform the tax system and
increase tax revenues through restructuring the
current tax system. It also called for amending
the fees and financial costs law in exchange of
using public facilities and general services, in
addition to reviewing the prices of various uses
of state property.

The report stressed that the oil sector should
achieve its goals and policies with regards to
increasing production capacity and work on solv-
ing the issue of halting activities in the joint oper-
ations zone. The report revealed a new actuarial
deficit estimated at KD 8.9 billion, revealed by the
12th test of the financial status of the social secu-
rity institution in March 2013. — Al-Qabas
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KUWAIT: Well-informed sources said that a technical
committee comprising of elements from the oil min-
istry, MPW, MOC and EPA is currently coordinating and
discussing the removal of two Iraqi oil tankers that had
sunk in the 1990s in Mubarak Port’s water passage that
is being currently built by MPW. The sources added that
the concerned bodies had held several meetings over
the past few months to determine the best and safest
ways to remove the two tankers without causing any
damage to the marine environment, especially since
both tankers - Rumailah and Ain Zalah - still have oil
waste and harmful materials resulting from its ship-
ment’s decomposition over years. Further, the sources
said that EPA had visited the sunken ships site at Khor
Abdullah years ago to decide how polluted the waters
there were prior to launching the project and that MPW
had conditioned that the company winning the port
project would have to remove the two tankers. —Al-Rai
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Power plants’

tenders opened
KUWAIT: The Central Tenders Committee opened tenders
number 54 and 55 to supply, install and operate the
Subbiya and south Zour power generating stations.
Informed sources at electricity and water ministry said the
Subbiya station project is in the first stage of turning gas
turbines to the joint cycle system and the south Zour sta-
tion is in the third stage of turning gas turbines into the
joint cycle.

Sources said the tenders were sent to MEW to form a
technical committee to study them and prepare a technical
recommendation to issue the awarding decision according
to the public tenders law. They said each project is sup-
posed to produce 250 megawatts to be added to the coun-
try ’s total production, which is more than 15,000
megawatts, in order to provide the necessary energy to
face the growing demand for electricity in old and new res-
idential areas.—Al-Rai


